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Next Meeting : Monday, 20th November, 2017
Venue : The Lindfield Community Centre, corner of Bradfield Rd and Moore Avenue, West Lindfield.
In case you didn’t know, we get access to the hall from 6.30pm. The first 30 minutes is very busy setting up the
tables, chairs, and benching lights, so if you can get there a little early we would greatly appreciate your help.
Benching is available from a little after 7pm, depending on how many get there to help set up. Our Culture Class
starts at 7.15pm. This month, new committee member Chris Wilson will show you how to repurpose unwanted
wire coathangers. He will show some of the variations of hangers for pots and show how you can make a wire basket
suitable for a Stanhopea. The main meeting commences at 8pm. After a general meeting, judging of benched
orchids, and the tea break, our guest speaker will present a talk on modern breeding in Oncidium that was designed
by Dave Butler. Dave doesn’t drive at night any more so the talk will be presented by Garrie Bromley who would
have to be described as a master grower of all orchids, but also happens to be very knowledgeable on Oncidiums.
Don’t miss this one. it should be a very interesting presentation.
Our supper volunteers for July are Chris and Shirley Griffin. Good to have you back with us again guys, thanks.

Best of Evening Novice – Dendrobium thyrsiflorum - grown by Lisa Harris
Now that is a nice specimen. Well done Lisa.
Dendrobium thyrsiflorum belongs to a small group of about
10 closely related, and all very beautiful species that used to
be called Dendrobium section Callista but some now call
‘section Densiflora’. They all come areas that have a
marked dry season in winter and early spring. The name
‘thysiflorum’ refers to the nature of the flower spike being
shaped like a bunch of grapes.
D. thyrsiflorum is a rather variable species in that the canes
can be up to 60cm tall, and most individuals seem to be up
around that size. However, shorter clones like Lisa’s are
also known. It is said some can be as short as 23cm. The flower spike can carry up to 50 flowers whose petals and
sepals are usually cream to white, and the funnel shaped lip a brightly orange gold. A really spectacular plant when it
flowers even though the flowers only last about a week to ten days. Still, with such a stunning display, that amount of
time is enough. Plenty of time for your friends to have been gob-smacked and raved over it.
Personally, I have never seen a thyrsiflorum quite as squat as this this one of Lisa’s. I know they are known to exist,
but I am afraid that this one has kicked my conspiracy theory brain into gear. This picture doesn’t allow me to see
sufficient detail to really tell, but the plant looks an awful lot like the mislabelled orchid that is most often sold as Den
Mousmee ‘Lloyd Bradford’. In an article a little later in this bulletin I have written about why that plant is most likely
not Den Mousmee but instead is probably Den farmeri x thyrsiflorum. With hybrids there will always be a spread of
characteristics from each parent among the different seedlings, so it is very hard to be specific. Some may even look
just like one parent or the other. Den farmeri and thyrsiflorum are close relatives with a similar “bunch of grapes” like
inflorescence, but the flowers of most clones (but not all) of farmeri have a slightly pink tinge. It is however a shorter
grower, which is suspected to be the shorter size source of Lloyd Bradford. Is it possible Lisa??
Anyway, regardless of my probably unfounded questions, congratulations on a beautifully grown orchid Lisa.
The opinions and recommendations published in this bulletin are those of the authors of the various items. The Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc
disclaims responsibility for any losses or damages that may be attributed to the use or misuse of any material or any opinion published in this bulletin.
The bulletin and its content are protected by copyright and no part of them may be reproduced or re-used without the permission of the author.
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Society News ( if anyone has a news item, please phone Jim on 9476 3383, or email at jimbrydie@bigpond.com
1. Meritorious Service Award – At our last meeting Chris Wilson
was awarded the Meritorious Service Award. Chris has been a
member of our little club for many years and has always pitched in to
help at meetings, and every show and event. In recent years he has
been volunteering as assistant Librarian, helping Bernie drag the
books in and out every night and even bringing a wheeled trolly to
meetings to help do it. He has been a vital part of our plant transport
for our show displays as well. If anyone ever deserved an award it
was Chris but when it was announced, his face showed how surprised
and unsuspecting he was. Congratulations and well done Chris.
2. The Annual General Meeting – At last month’s AGM the current committee members were re-elected with the
minor change that we have introduced a second Vice President role with Dennys Angove elected Junior Vice
President and Jim Brydie Senior Vice President. In addition Chris Wilson was elected as a new member to the
Committee. Chris was a committee member some years back and retired because of personal reasons at the time, so I
am sure there wont be any surprises for him. Welcome back aboard Chris.
3. And just a short reminder about the “Few Things on which we Seek your Help” from last month : *** Supper Fare – Its not mandatory, but if you can, try and bring a small plate of something to share for supper.
*** Help with Hall Set Up & Packing Away – We can never stop asking. Please give us a hand ‘before’ and ‘after’.
*** Packing up Benched Plants early – don’t start until 15 minutes after the beginning of the supper break.
*** starting supper – Please wait until the President announces that the meeting is breaking for supper.
4. A New Bark Order – it seems there is demand among members to do another cooperative order of the orchid bark
from South Australia. Same deal as previously. You place an order with Ann Byron (9449 6860) specifying how
many bags you want and which grade of bark (small, medium, or large bark pieces, Cymbidium Mix etc). All the bags
are 50 litres. When we have orders for 40 bags (one full pallet load) we place the order.
We expect prices will be roughly the same as last time, around $28 for bark and about $22 for Cymbid mix. Don’t
delay your requests, sometimes the 40 bag total fills quickly and when it is full, no more can be added. Bags are
usually picked up from Ann Byron’s or Kevin Crocker’s but we will advise closer to the time.
5. Advance Notice of the Christmas Party Date – This may be a trifle early, but as the Christmas party meeting is a
week early in December, we thought we ought to at least give you a heads up. The Christmas meeting is Monday 11
December so write it onto your calendar now and make sure you are there.
6. Culture Class Subjects – As I am sure you know, Bob Ellis organises our culture classes each month. He has done
a great job of ensuring a flow of interesting subjects and great speakers, but now he is wondering if there any specific
topics members would like covered. Of course he is always very pleased to hear from anyone who would be prepared
to volunteer to run a session. You could see Bob at a meeting or give him a call on 9987 4403.

Diary Dates 2017
Sun 12 Nov - Manly Warringah OS, public orchid auction - Community Centre Fisher Rd North, Cromer
Mon 11 Dec - Kuringai Orchid Society Christmas Meeting

Pearly Gates - A priest dies and is waiting in line at the Pearly Gates. Ahead of him is a guy who's dressed in
sunglasses, a loud shirt, leather jacket and jeans. St Peter addresses this cool guy, “Who are you, so that I may know
whether or not to admit you to the Kingdom of Heaven?”
The guy replies, “I'm Jack, retired airline pilot from London. St Peter consults his list, smiles and says to the pilot,
“Take this silken robe and golden staff and enter the Kingdom.” The pilot goes into Heaven with his robe and staff.
Next, it's the priest's turn. He stands erect and booms out, “I am Father Bob, pastor of Saint Mary's for the last 43
years.” St Peter consults his list and says to the priest, “Take this cotton robe and wooden staff & enter the Kingdom.”
“Just a minute,” says the good father. “That man was just an airline pilot. He gets a silken robe and golden staff and I
get only cotton and wood. How can this be?”
"Up here - we go by results," says St Peter. “When you preached - people slept. When he flew, people prayed.”

Wisdom of Age – an elderly gentleman bought himself a slick new sports car in an attempt to make him feel young
again. As he drove down the highway at 120kmh, he saw that a police car was on his tail, blue lights flashing. He
thought to himself “I’m too old for this nonsense” so he pulled over. The Police car pulled in behind him, but when
the police officer got to his window and saw that he was rather elderly he said : “Sir, my shift ends in 10 minutes. If
you can give me one good reason for your speeding, I’ll let you off.”
With barely a hesitation, the old guy says “Years ago my wife ran off with a policeman, and I thought you were
bringing her back. ---- He was allowed to drive off.

Ponderings - What if my dog only brings back the ball because he thinks I like throwing it?
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Best of the Evening Species – Cattleya intermedia variety Orlata grown by Trevor and Pauline Onslow
Now here is a Cattleya grower, said he with envy heavy in his heart.
Cattleya intermedia is found in the east coast forests of South America,
from just above Rio De Janiero all the way south to Uruguay and
Argentina. It occurs on rocks and small trees very close to the ocean
and even though I have given you this before, I just can’t resist the
description of one of its key habitats given on Jay Pfahl’s “Internet
Orchid Photo Encyclopedia” website “.. first the sea gives way to the sand, then the sand gives way to vines
and grasses and then to small bushes, and then begins the hammocks
of stunted hardwoods with swales of tidal saltwater and freshwater
run off. This area is extremely humid and hot and is bathed by spray
from the crashing surf less than 20 yards away. Intermedia is found
in these hammocks in vast quantities … Almost all were on trees, at
or just above eye-level. The branches and trunks were extremely
damp and had lichen and mosses. There was a lot of standing water,
and mosquitoes and bromeliads were everywhere.”
Sounds like hot, wet and humid, and fairly bright, even though
intermedia is regarded among Sydney growers, as a cool grower.
Wild intermedias in a Fig tree in Brazil
To check its natural locations against Australian latitudes that we
all know, its distribution would equate in Australia to something
like tropical Townsville in Qld, to mild temperate Taree in NSW
so it must be relatively adaptable.
Cattleya intermedia has two leaves at the top of its pseudobulb (ie
a bifoliate). The stems are skinny and can be up to 50cm tall but
most are much shorter at around 25 to 35cm. I believe the
northerly forms are the taller ones, and those from southern climes
a little more compact. It flowers in a cluster of between 2 and 7
flowers, generally around 12cm across, but smaller and larger
clones are not uncommon.
This is a very pretty orchid and there are many colour varieties as
you can see from the pictures below. The most common are a full pink with a darker pink spade at the end of the lip,
but you could just about make a collection from the different colours and variations in pattern and shape. It has been
used as a direct parent in over 400 registered crosses so it obviously has very popular characteristics.

acquinii

coerulea

suavissimum

amethystina

orlata ‘rio’

Variety aquinii has been a favourite with hybridists since they discovered first toothpicks. Its unusual colour pattern
has been used to create just about every “splash petal” hybrid even today. It is a genetic freak where the petals have
taken on some of the genetic patterns that create the lip, but freak or not it is very popular. The “Orlata” variety is
much more a newcomer and I had never heard of it until about 10 or 15 years ago. The unusual feature it displays is
the much broader tube formed when the side lobes of the lip fold upward to cover the column. It certainly makes a
spectacular flower but they are not all identical and many different forms of this shape can be now be found. I am
only guessing, but because it seems to be relatively new, none of the older books or scientific list mention it so I
suspect it might be a man made aberration derived from line breeding or perhaps even from chemical treatments used
to artificially create tetraploid forms that have the bigger, more heavily textured flowers that mankind prefers.
As to culture, the unique habitats in which they are found may explain why I find this species a bit trickier to grow
than most other Cattleyas. Not that I am much of a Cattleya grower anyway of course, as my good friend Trevor can
attest, but I find that intermedia is even more sensitive than others about having its roots in pot full of bark that is
starting to stay a bit too moist between waterings. As a result, I try to pot it in shallow pots or even baskets to make
sure it gets a good wet/almost dry cycle. On the other hand, my troubles may just be a reflection on my poor repotting
habits as I haven’t heard that other growers have any troubles with it.
Speaking of which, congratulations on another Best of the Evening Trevor. It was beautiful.
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Are Both of these Dendrobium Mousmee ?????

-- Jim Brydie
I
wrote
on this in more detail in our Sept 2013 bulletin but
Mousmee? ‘Lloyd Bradford’
Mousmee
as Sept/Oct is when this group of orchids flowers, and I
have already been consulted once again on whether a
supposed Den Mousmee is really a Mousmee, I thought it
was time to repeat the essence of the discussion to ensure
that growers aren’t tricked into buying a known orchid that
is believed to not be what it is labelled.
The main problem started when an orchid labelled Den.
Mousmee ‘Lloyd Bradford’was awarded an ACC (Cultural
Certificate) by the OSNSW in 2003. It certainly deserved
its cultural award as it was grown wonderfully. It had 93
inflorescences, 3312 flowers and 26 buds. (would you
believe that someone actually counted them?). The
problem however, is that there is great argument over
whether or not the orchid was really was a Dendrobium Mousmee. I for one am convinced that it was and is not.
The second problem, is that since 2003, countless divisions of divisions of divisions of this orchid have been sold at
shows, public auctions, and on the internet as Dendrobium Mousmee. As the real Den. Mousmee is rather rare and
hard to come by, it is therefore rather expensive if you can even find one. The ‘dud’ Mousmees also fetch a much
higher price than they would if they were sold under any other identity, and those who buy a piece are loathe to admit
they might have ‘bought a pup’ as the saying goes. Owners of pieces of ‘Lloyd Bradford’ sell them again in whole or
in part to make a profit or at least recoup their outlay. There are hundred of the damn things floating around and as
they are tough and easy to grow, numbers are rising exponentially.
The original hybrid Dendrobium Mousmee was registered in 1941 by the famous French Orchid Nursery Vacherot
and Lecoufle. The Orchidwiz database shows the hybrid parents as Den furcatum x Den thyrsiflorum, but the RHS
hybrid register at Kew in London gives the parents as Den bronckartii x Den thyrsiflorum. As usual, complication
over orchid names give us more trouble than trying to grow the damn things.
The two main resources I use as species references are the computer based system called Orchidwiz (that you have to
pay for), and the free “Internet Orchid Species Photo Encyclopedia”, which was created, and is managed by Jay Pfahl.
The Orchidwiz computer based system gives comprehensive species descriptions and cultural information, for most
species, from the amazingly comprehensive orchid species database created by Charles and Margaret Baker, but in
cases where the Bakers system has no data, they give whatever information is available (if any) in Jay Pfahl’s
fantastic orchid resource.
In regard to the furcatum vs bronckartii as the parent in Mousmee, the two sources are in agreement. They say that :
- D. furcatum is an Indonesian species with small, 2 to 3cm white flowers which has nothing to do with Mousmee.
- D. amabile (syn bronckartii) is the Section Densiflora species that was the parent of Mousmee.
The next question then is whether the latter should be called amabile or bronkartii.
D. amabile / bronkartii The correct name for the Mousmee parent is almost certainly Den. amabile, with bronkartii
being a synonym for amabile. However, nomenclature problems raise their ugly head one last
time when you find that the name Den. amabile (amabile meaning ‘loveable’) has been used
by different taxonomists to describe different orchids, and in 2010, Rudolph Schlecter - who
described a huge proportion of the orchids of Papua New Guinea, not realising that the orchid
was already named, published a description of a certain Indonesian orchid and called it Den.
amabile. Naturally, it just so happens that that orchid is the one we know today as furcatum.
Thus, of course, when you look up Den furcatum today it gives Den amabile as a synonym.
You can see the complications here, can’t you. Amabile is a synonym for furcatum and
bronkartii is a synonym for amabile but they are two completely different orchids. What a messy circle. It would
hardly be a surprise if someone at Vacherot’s accidentally listed Mousmee’s parent as furcatum. If they weren’t
confused, I sure am. As a result, I still choose to call the Mousmee parent Den. bronckartii so that no one will be
confused about what I am talking about.
D. furcatum
The real species Den furcatum (see right) comes from Sulawesi, an island in Indonesia. It has
branching narrow stems with grass-like leaves, and has an inflorescence of only 2 or 3 white
flowers, about 3cm in diameter. It is in the totally unrelated to the group - sect Calyptrochilus and
is nothing like the species of section Callista which contains Den thysriflorum, densiflorum,
farmeri, bronckartii, etc. Just from the look of Mousmee, I think it is safe to assume furcatum
can’t be one of its parents, and that the real parent is amabile/bronckartii as per the RHS database.
Den bronckartii (synonym of amabile) is found in China, and possibly Vietnam. It is believed to occur at elevations
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around 1200m, which should make it a relatively cool grower here, but perhaps not exactly frost tolerant. It is a tall
grower, and although not all plants are the same, you might expect canes 70-90cm tall. It has a long, 30cm pendulous
flower spike with more than 25, pink and gold 5 to 6cm flowers.
The other parent of Mousmee is D. thyrsiflorum which is widespread in the foothills of the Himalayas from India to
Vietnam. It occurs at elevations between 1200 & 2000m, in humid forests where it
enjoys lots of light and air movement. The slender canes are upright and can be up
to 60-70cm tall. They have a pendent, densely flowered inflorescence, about 30cm
long, each carrying 30 to 50 flowers. The flowers are white with a gold lip and
although they can be 4 - 5cm across they are usually a little smaller. Thyrsiflorum is
very similar to its sister species Den densiflorum which has a similar ‘bunch of
grapes’ inflorescence. Densiflorum however, is a smaller plant and its flowers are
completely gold with a slightly darker gold lip. In early years, thyrsiflorum was
Den thyrsiflorum
often referred to as ‘D densiflorum variety alba-lutea’.
D. farmeri
As to the supposed “Mousmee” Lloyd Bradford, when the Vacherot and Lecoufle nursery
in France was asked for an opinion, they felt it could not be Mousmee but thought it was
most likely the cross between thyrsiflorum and another related species, Den farmeri.
The canes of farmeri are shorter than thyrsfiflorum (typically 30-40cm tall) and the upper
section of the cane is square in cross section. Its flowers are similar to thyrsiflorum but
with a slightly pinkish tinge. However, they are nowhere near as pink as bronkartii.
Curiously, the outer tip of the lip has a white or pale pink rim, similar to bronkartii.
Apart from colour, which is not a reliable separator, the huge difference between farmeri
and bronkartii is size. Bronkartii is much taller, has much larger flowers, and there are
many more flowers in the inflorescence.
The cross between farmeri and thyrsiflorum was registered in 1973 by the W & J Cannons
nursery in Australia and was named rather unimaginatively as Den. Farmeri-Thyrsiflorum.
The pictures at the right is typical. Something like a shortish thyrsiflorum. Some are
pinkish but many are more whitish, like thrysiflorum. All seem to have a full gold lip like
thyrsiflorum (ie no white or pink outer rim). To be honest, they don’t look anything like
D. Farmeri-Thyrsiflorum
Dendrobium Mousmee.
bronkartii
Now, go back to the pictures at the top of the article. Do you think they are both Mousmee??

Man Rules – Do you know about the TV show NCIS, agent Gibbs, and his “rules”. They come up continually in the
various episodes of this great TV series but I can only remember one rule at present - “Never say you’re sorry”.
Anyway, here are some “Man Rules” that some other guy wrote to help you girls in your relationships with males.
1. Ask for what you want. Subtle hints, Strong hints, Obvious hints, - they don’t work! Just say it!
2. Learn to work the toilet seat. You're a big girl. If it's up, put it down. We need it up, you need it down. You don't
hear us complaining about you leaving it down.
3. Anything we said 6 months ago is inadmissible in an argument. All comments become Null and void after 7 Days.
4. ALL men see in only 16 colours, like Windows default settings. Peach, for example, is a fruit, not a colour. I think
Pumpkin might also be a fruit. We have no idea what mauve is.
5. If we ask what is wrong and you say 'nothing' we will act like nothing's wrong. We know you are lying, but it is
just not worth the hassle.
6. Watching Sunday sports on TV - It's like the full moon, or the changing of the tides. You cant change it. Let it be.
7. Shopping is NOT a sport or something to do for a day out. And no, we are never going to think of it that way.
8. If you think that new dress makes you look fat, it probably does. Don't ask us.
9. If something we said can be interpreted two ways and one way makes you sad or angry, we meant it the other way.
10. When we have to go somewhere, absolutely anything you wear is fine... Really.
11. Don't ask us what we're thinking about unless you are prepared to discuss such topics as football, cricket, horse
racing, beer, or golf.
12. In general, you have enough clothes, everything you buy looks great, you have too many shoes already
13. Crying is blackmail.
14. Only come to us with a problem if you really want help solving it. That's what we do. We’re not good at the
empathy and back patting part. We will try, but you know you wont be satisfied with our attempts so don’t ask for it.
15. We say that “Yes” and “No” are perfectly acceptable answers to almost every question.
16. Whenever possible, please say whatever you have to say during the commercials.
Thank you for reading this. Yes, I know, … I have to sleep on the couch tonight; but did you know that most men
really don't mind that too much? It's kind of like camping out. Is it ok if I have a beer in the lounge room???
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Best of the Evening Hybrid – Lycaste Macama ‘Atlantis’ - grown by Geoff Le Marne
It is a long time since I have seen this lovely orchid benched, and I’m blowed if I
know why. It was one of a whole string of fantastic hybrids in the Lycaste alliance
created by Fred Alcorn who was one of Sydney’s most accomplished orchid
growers, and has won many awards.
A. F. Alcorn, more commonly known as Fred Alcorn, lived on Pennant Hills Road
at Carlingford, and between the late 1970’s and early 1990’s, created more than 40
hybrids in Lycaste and related genera including some like Macama that are still
among the best exhibition Lycastes we see today. In 1992 Fred and co-author
Michael Hallett published a fantastic little book called Lycaste Orchids : Cultivation
and Hybridisation. A practical growers guide that I recommend if you are taking an
interest in this spectacular genus. They are really quite easy to grow once you
understand their needs, but a little practice may be needed to produce a specimen
like this one of Geoff Le Marne’s. What a stunner.
Lycaste Macama was registered in 1977, right at the beginning of Fred’s long run of
improvements. Lycastes had long been of interest to orchid growers however, with
the first hybrid ever registered being Lycaste Hybrida in 1878. But surprisingly
perhaps, there were only 23 hybrids registered up until the end of the war in 1946,
and it wasn’t until 1964 that there seems to have been a renewed interest in the genus when Wyld Court Orchids in
Great Britain began to regularly make Lycaste and Lycaste intergeneric hybrids with the closely related genus
Anguloa. …. And then Fred joined the fray.
The parents of Macama are L. Sunrise and L Kooleena. The species makeup is roughly 78% L virginalis (syn
skinneri), 15.5% L cruenta, and 6.5% L. macrophylla. I have provided pictures below but please understand that there
are many varieties and colour forms of both the species and the hybrids involved. Because Macama Atlantis is white
(or at least greenish white), I have deliberately selected white forms of each of the hybrid parents, and also virginalis.
Sunrise (1941) is a surprisingly simple cross of only two generations. It is (cruenta x virginalis), back onto virginalis.
It is a real surprise to see the outstandingly round shape exhibited in the picture of Sunrise below, which incidentally,
is the only picture of Sunrise that I could find anywhere. There must surely have been a rather amazing clone of
virginalis or cruenta in there somewhere, although it is hard to imagine cruenta making it look as round as that.
Koolena (1967) is a slightly later, fourth generation cross made by Wondabah Orchids in Sydney, near where Fred
Alcorn lived. Koolena also includes Sunrise in its makeup, and is Sunrise x (macrophylla x virginalis), crossed back
again onto virginalis.
Of the three species in Macama’s makeup, there is an awful lot of viginalis in there. Almost line breeding with a dash
of spicy sauce. Cruenta is the odd man out. It is one of the Central American group which come from areas with a
very dry winter, are basically deciduous. They generally have green and yellow flowers, and have much smaller
flowers than the virginalis/macrophylla group. The other two, are more closely related and belong to a large leafed,
large flowered, mostly terrestrial group that retains its leaves and grow where there is still some rain during winter
even though it is somewhat dryer. Macrophylla is a rather variable orchid for colour and I have used a picture of a
brown clone below because although I am not sure, I think the predominant colour is a greenish brown. As I said
though, this group have significantly larger flowers (macrophylla up to 11 or 12 cm’s, and virginalis up to 14cm’s)
and it is the large showy flowers that make them the core of the exhibition Lycaste hybrid breeding. Koolena for
example is recorded with flowers up to 16cm wide. That is a big flower.
You can clearly see the virginalis form in Koolena but while it already incorporates L. Sunrise, there is no sign of the
Sunrise shape in any of the pictures of Koolena that I have seen. And yet, when you cross it back to Sunrise, out again
comes the Sunrise shape in many clones (but not all) of Macama. The genes are obviously in there somewhere.
How interesting you might say, .... then again many might say who cares. But no matter how you look at it, many
clones of Macama must have been regarded as truly outstanding in their day. And that plant of Geoff’s last meeting is
was a perfect illustration of their potential.

Koolena ‘Joyce’

Sunrise

virginalis (syn skinneri)

cruenta

macrophylla

Thank you for bringing it in for us to see Geoff. You grew it to perfection, congratulations of your BOE.
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